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Grantlee Kieza is a prizewinning writer for The
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His major works:

The extraordinary life of one
of the world's most famous
and notorious adventurers.
Sir Joseph Banks was a man of
passion whose influence
spanned the globe. A fearless
adventurer, his fascination
with beautiful women was
only trumped by his obsession
with the natural world and his
lust for scientific knowledge.

A.B. 'Banjo' Paterson is rightly
recognised as Australia's greatest
storyteller and most celebrated
poet, the boy from the bush who
became the voice of a
generation. But there is more,
much more to Banjo's story, and
in this landmark biography,
award-winning writer Grantlee
Kieza chronicles a rich and varied
life, one that straddled two
centuries and saw Australia
transform from a far-flung colony
to a fully fledged nation.

Lachlan Macquarie is credited with
shaping Australia's destiny,
transforming the harsh, foreboding
penal colony of New Holland into an
agricultural powerhouse and
ultimately a prosperous society.
He also helped shape Australia's
national character. An egalitarian at
heart, Macquarie saw boundless
potential in Britain's refuse, and
under his rule many former convicts
went on to become successful
administrators, land owners and
business people.

While we know much about
the iconic outlaw Ned Kelly,
his mother Ellen Kelly has
been largely overlooked by
Australian writers and
historians -- until now, with
this vivid and compelling
portrait by Grantlee Kieza,
one of Australia's most
popular biographers.

In this essential biography of a
most unlikely folk hero,
Grantlee Kieza paints a lively
portrait of an outsider who
shaped modern Australia
through his energy, drive and
ambition, his military
brilliance and his vision.

From Eureka to Ned Kelly, from
Gallipoli to the birth of the ALP to
the Cronulla riots, the Southern
Cross flag has been the symbol for a
rebellious Australian spirit. Here, the
good, bad and the ugly stories of a
succession of renegades. Ever since
it was launched in the minefields of
Victoria the Southern Cross flag has
been a symbol for a rebellious
Australian spirit - from the battles of
Eureka to those of Ned Kelly, from
the birth
ofthe
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. Grantlee Kieza tells the thrilling
story of Bert Hinkler's life and with it
the bigger story of how the world
was changed forever by men like
Hinkler. Fast paced and revealing,
this is an overdue, full-blooded
biography about one of Australia's
most astonishing sons.

My journey from bullied
schoolboy to world champion The
story of Jeff Horn reads like a
fairytale. Written with awardwinning author, journalist and
boxing aficionado Grantlee Kieza,
The Hornet is the tale of a boy
who, slapped around by bullies,
saw through tears in his eyes a
vision of himself as a hero, a
champ, someone other people
might one day look up to.

